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Alpha Bank gives a vote of confidence 
to Thessaly’s growth prospects

       he Management of Alpha Bank, led by the CEO Vassilios Psaltis, accompanied by the General Manager of Wholesale  
      Banking Ioannis Emiris and the Managers of the Bank’s Commercial Banking, Business Centers and Branch Network Divisions, 
made a three-day tour of the Regional Units of Larissa and Magnesia.

At a particularly challenging juncture for the global and the Greek economy, the visit to Thessaly signals the determination of 
Alpha Bank’s Management to stand by the Greek businesses throughout Greece, making available to them a wealth of 
options for financing their investment plans and for providing them with working capital.

The Alpha Bank team met with the management of seven leading business groups in the region, in the context of the 
implementation of its ambitious credit policy, aimed at the net channelling of over Euro 8 billion of funds to the Greek 
economy over the next three years.

Besides, Thessaly, apart from its leading role in the agri-food sector, has a business potential characterized by a high degree of 
innovation and extroversion in trade, tourism and industry. The mobilization of the financial resources of the Resilience and Recovery 
Fund (RRF), the Partnership Agreement for the Development Framework (PA) and the Development Law for Investment Incentives 
creates the conditions for the implementation of investment projects of high added value that will create new jobs and a 
dynamic growth for the local and national economy.

Τ
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• CEO Vassilios Psaltis visited our Branch Network in Thessaly 

During his stay in Thessaly, the Group CEO visited, among others, the 
Branch Network in Larissa and Volos and the Alpha Bank Business 
Center of Central Greece and Epirus. He also had a series of 
meetings with the Bank’s Executives, discussing the conditions for 
accelerating growth in the region, the further strengthening of the 
Group’s ties to the local community as well as the full utilization of 
the new banking tools for providing high added value, personalized services 
to the Alpha Bank Customers.

The CEO of the Alpha Bank Group, Vassilios Psaltis, made the following 
statement: “The determination, the extroversion and the resilience of 
entrepreneurship in Thessaly and in the Greek regions in general, in the face 
of the difficult international environment, are a reason for optimism about the 
future of the Greek economy. At the same time, 
they are also a reason for us at Alpha Bank 
to reaffirm our commitment to supporting 
the Progress of businesses in our country – not 
only of large corporates but also of the Small 
and Medium-sized Enterprises which constitute 
the backbone of our economy.

Thessaly, a dynamic Region where large urban centers coexist with a developed agri-food sector, 
with Services, Education, Tourism and the manufacturing of industrial products for international 
markets, can play a leading role in this new page of growth for the Greek economy.

Having the privilege to remain at the side of Greek entrepreneurship over the years, at Alpha Bank 
we actively support businesses either in order for them to take advantage of the resources available 
from the European Funds and make the next decisive step for their growth, modernization and 
smooth transition to a sustainable, green growth model, or by providing them with working capital 
in order to meet the increased liquidity needs of the current period.”

Larissa Branch.

Eleftherias Square Branch in Volos.

Larissa Railway Station Branch.
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• Alpha Bank assists the economic development of Thessaly

The Alpha Bank Group is consistently present in the efforts for the economic and social development of Thessaly, 
supporting financially the development of infrastructure as well as the investment plans of companies from all sectors 
of the economy. 

Among other projects, in the last few years Alpha Bank has taken the lead in the financing of the 238 km long Central 
Greece Motorway (E-65), which runs through the plain of Phthiotida and the Thessalian plain, crossing the Pineios river and 
passing near the cities of Karditsa, Trikala and Kalambaka to finally join the Egnatia Motorway in the Pindos National Park. The 
Bank also participated in the financing of Aegean Motorway S.A. for a section of the Patras-Athens-Thessaloniki (PATHE) 
motorway from Raches (in the Regional Unit of Phthiotida) to Kleidi (in the Regional Unit of Imathia) and for the section of the 
Old National Road from the Evangelismos level junction to the Leptokarya level junction, adding up to a total length of 264 km.

At the same time, Alpha Bank maintains long-standing relationships with the leading business groups in Thessaly, consistently 
supporting the development of their business plans across a wide range of activity sectors, such as retail trade, industry, primary 
production and the agri-food industry, the manufacture of industrial products, food exports and renewable energy sources.

Especially in the Regional Units of Larissa and Magnesia, the Bank’s Branch Network serves approximately 168,000 
Individuals and 1,100 Businesses, covering their investment, housing, consumer and business needs, while in the above 
two areas the Bank in 2021 granted Euro 616 million in loans.

IN FOCUS
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• Practical support to Health Units in Thessaly 
  through the program “Together, for better Health”

As part of the Alpha Bank Management’s tour of the Region of Thessaly, 
Vassilios Psaltis had a meeting with the Regional Governor of 
Thessaly, Konstantinos Agorastos, during which it was agreed to 
include the Region of Thessaly in the program “Together, for better 
Health”, for covering health needs in 6 Health structures in the 
Regional Units of Larissa, Magnesia, Trikala and Karditsa. 

The Bank is already supporting the University General Hospital of 
Larissa and the “KOUTLIBANEIO & TRIANTAFYLLEIO” General 
Hospital of Larissa, the Health Center of Larissa and the General 
Hospital of Trikala, with donations for the renovation of building 
infrastructure and the provision of medical equipment, vehicles, 
consumables and equipment required to deal with the Covid-19 pandemic.

“At Alpha Bank, along with our key concern to support the progress of 
businesses and households, we also focus our contribution on 
addressing the actual needs of society. With the program “Together, for better Health”, we have been supporting the work of 
regional local clinics for the last 8 years by donating medical equipment and pharmaceutical supplies. In 2021, we completed the 
Program’s first cycle, having visited a total of 70 islands, and now we are embarking on the second cycle, which will equip health 
structures in mainland Greece. 

The first stop of the Program’s new, second cycle, is the Region of Thessaly, as during the last few years we have been working 
closely with the two Hospitals in Larissa, supporting the work of their medical and nursing staff. Our cooperation with the Region of 
Thessaly, the Hospital Administrations, the Regional Health Authority and the Municipal Authorities, is the best proof that ‘Together’ 
we can create the conditions for offering to all citizens direct and unhindered access to the most important thing in people’s lives – 
health,” said the Alpha Bank Group CEO Vassilios Psaltis. 

For his part, the Governor of the Region of Thessaly, Mr. Konstantinos Agorastos, said: “We all have the right to equal 
opportunities in life. We are particularly pleased that Alpha Bank’s initiative “Together, for better Health” in mainland Greece is 
starting from Thessaly. The Region of Thessaly has allocated over Euro 100 million to strengthening the National Health System. 
Building on cooperation and leveraging synergies, working in a well-organized and responsible manner, with empathy and solidarity, 
we join forces to shape the future. Health is the most valuable thing for all people, without which everything else becomes uncertain 
or cannot even exist. We are paving new ways. This initiative should serve as an example for others to follow suit.”

Vassilios Psaltis with the Regional Governor of Thessaly,
Konstantinos Agorastos.
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One year without Yannis S. Costopoulos 

       ne year has passed since the loss of Yannis S. Costopoulos, the man who with his work shaped the modern history of 

       Alpha Bank and left an indelible imprint on the modernization of the banking system and the economic and cultural life of 

Greece. 

On this occasion, the Chairman of the Board of Directors Vasileios Rapanos and the Group CEO Vassilios Psaltis made 

the following statements: 

Statement by Vasileios Rapanos

“It is hard to believe that it is already one year since the founder of the Alpha Bank Group, Yannis Costopoulos, left us forever. 

We have missed his sparkling gaze, his smile, his simple and wise words. Despite his physical absence, his legacy is present, 

keeping us company in every activity of the Bank, in the decisions we make, in our cultural events, in the way we place ourselves 

in society. In the difficult times we are going through, we try not to forget his poise, his composure, his determination, his 

patriotism. Yannis Costopoulos remains our beacon, our eternal president and guide.”

O

Statements by the Chairman of the Board Vasileios Rapanos 
and by the CEO Vassilios Psaltis on the completion of one year

 from the loss of Yannis S. Costopoulos
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Statement by Vassilios Psaltis

"It is the privilege of great leaders to guide us even when they are "absent". And Yannis Costopoulos was, without doubt, the 

greatest banker of the post-1974 period. One year after his death, the innovative spirit, the strategic thinking, the extroversion 

and the deep patriotic conscience of Yannis Costopoulos remain a source of inspiration but also the measure of comparison 

for us all, mobilizing us to persist with determination in the transformation of our Bank and its establishment as an agent of 

Progress for Greek society and entrepreneurship and for the country's economy."

To commemorate this anniversary, the Alpha Bank Collections are planning two Exhibitions, in memory of the man who 

was responsible for their expansion and their establishment as the most important Collections of their kind, both in Greece 

and internationally. The Numismatic Collection, which was founded by Yannis Costopoulos and this year celebrates its 

50th anniversary, is planning an Anniversary Exhibition, which will reflect the vision of its founder: “to create a Collection that 

will showcase the power of the Greek Civilization.” The Art Collection, which during the Bank's administration by Yannis 

Costopoulos was expanded and enriched in a unique way, plans an Exhibition that will capture his philosophy: "one original 

work of art for every new Branch." 

All of us, in the family of Alpha Bank, inspired by the vision and the values of Yannis Costopoulos, we are committed to honoring 

his legacy of a Bank that will continue to evolve and to play a leading role in the development of our country, remaining socially 

aware and continuing to support culture and the society as a whole.

THE BANK
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The CEO of Alpha Bank Vassilios Psaltis
at the Money Review Banking Summit 2022

        he CEO of the Alpha Bank Group, Vassilios Psaltis, talked, among others, about the active support Alpha Bank   
        provides to Greek large and SME companies, so that they can make the decisive step towards their 
modernization and growth, about the significant breakthroughs of the Bank on the front of reducing red loans, and also about the 
challenges that the Greek economy faces in the midst of the general geopolitical instability, at the “Greek Banking System: Strong 
through the crisis” panel of the Money Review Banking Summit 2022.

“Alpha Bank’s mission is to facilitate entrepreneurs to identify the financial tool that best suits their needs and contribute 
in the maturation and success course of their projects, responding to the great opportunity presented by the Recovery 
and Resilience Facility (RRF), the Greek Development Law and the new Partnership Agreement (ESPA) ”, stressed 
Mr. Psaltis, while he added characteristically: “Both I and the entire executive team of the Bank communicate daily with our country’s 
companies to discuss their investment plans and plan together the best way in which we can support them. Furthermore, we aspire 
to hold live discussions with entrepreneurs across the country, making tours, such as the recent one in Thessaly, where I 
personally witnessed how determined, extroverted and resilient Greek companies are”.

You can read the relevant Press Release here.

T

"Alpha Bank is committed to supporting the progress of the country’s businesses"

Snapshot from the intervention by the 
CEO Vassilios Psaltis at the “Greek 
Banking System: Strong through the 
crisis” panel, in the presence of the CEOs 
of the systemic banks.
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Dynamic presence of Alpha Bank at Fin Forum 2022
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        he prospects for the Greek economy opening up by taking advantage of the Recovery and  

        Resilience Facility (RRF) funds, but also the next day for Banking in the face of technological and 

other challenges were outlined by the Executives of Alpha Bank who participated in the Fin Forum 2022, 

held on Wednesday, March 2, 2022, under the auspices of the Hellenic Bank Association and under the 

title “Transformation, M&As and new business opportunities”.

In specific, the General Manager – Chief Operating Officer 

Stefanos Mytilinaios, who participated in the session “The Bank of the 

Future”, highlighted that the banks must protect the relationships of 

mutual trust with customers and must build on them.

The Investment Banking Division Manager Evangelos Kalamakis, 

who spoke in the session “The Recovery and Resilience Facility (RRF) in 

Practice”, stated: “As far as the Recovery and Resilience Facility is 

concerned, our goal is not to merely absorb the available funds but to 

make the most of them in projects that will create added value”.

The General Manager of Alpha Real Estate Management and 

Investments Ioannis Ganos participated in the session “Banks and 

Real Estate: From housing loans to REOs and new investments” and, 

among other things, referred to the real estate development sector. 

Discussing the trends in the real estate market, he said that these 

appear to be positive and he pointed out that the development of the real estate market creates income 

opportunities for the banks as well as opportunities for strengthening their balance sheets.

T
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The CEO Vassilios Psaltis at the award ceremony
 of the competition “Greek Entrepreneur of the Year 2021”

       he CEO of Alpha Bank Group Vassilios Psaltis participated in the award ceremony of EY “Greek Entrepreneur of the Year  
      2021” competition, as a member of the independent nine-member jury that selected the winners. In addition, he presented 
Eleftherios Saitis, founder and President of the Kronos, Intercomm Foods and Agrophoenix companies, with the honorary 
“Distinction for Overall Business Contribution”.

In his short greeting during the presentation of the award to Mr. Saitis, Mr. Psaltis noted, among other things: “This is the first time in the 
history of the institution that this special honorary distinction is awarded. And not by chance, as today, in the person of Mr. Saitis, we 
are not just honoring a brilliant business career. We honor insight and extrovertedness, we honor the desire for perpetual 
development, recognizing that stagnation signals the beginning of the end for a business. We also honor the power to acknowledge 
mistakes and utilize them as lessons for new business plans, we honor the belief in our country’s comparative advantages 
and the hard work done to promote the products of the Greek land around the globe”.

The CEO of the Alpha Bank Group also referred to his personal relationship and cooperation with Mr. Saitis, as well as to his so rich in 
lessons conversations with him about his “spectacular personal story and professional career” and about the value of teams, empathy, 
respect for one’s colleagues, suppliers and employees”.

In closing his salutation, Mr. Psaltis stressed: “I am convinced that today Eleftherios Saitis is honored not only by us but by all those who 
worked with him all these decades”.

T

Snapshot from the awarding 
of Mr. Eleftherios Saitis.
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• Alpha Bank as Platinum Sponsor in the EY competition 
  “Greek Entrepreneur of the Year 2021”

This year’s “Greek Entrepreneur of the Year” competition was supported 

by Alpha Bank as a Platinum Sponsor, in the context of its long-term 

cooperation with EY. The Competition is organized by EY in Greece for 

the eighth time and aims to reward business excellence and promote the 

development prospects of Greek entrepreneurship. 

On an international level, EY’s institution of “Entrepreneur Of The Year™”, with the participation of acclaimed and established 

entrepreneurs from more than 145 cities and 60 countries from all over the world, is one of the top business awards in the world, 

having featured, during its 30 years of history, personalities who have left their strong mark on global entrepreneurship.

In the “Greek Entrepreneur of the Year 2021” competition, the nominees who were distinguished for their high performance, 

innovative way of thinking and social sensitivity, were chosen by an independent nine-member Jury that consisted of prestigious 

representatives of the business, banking, academic and institutional world.
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Awarding the Bank for its contribution 
to the Greek bond market

        he Athens Stock Exchange awarded the Bank, along with other contractors, in March, for its contribution to the restart and growth  
        of the corporate bond market. Alpha Bank was the first bank to list a corporate bond title in 2001 on the Regulated Market of the 
Athens Stock Exchange and participated in organizing all of last year’s issues, both domestic and international.

2021 was a milestone year in corporate bond issues of Greek Issuers, with the issuance of 7 corporate bond in the domestic market, 
amounting to a total of Euro 1.4 bn and 5 issues in the international market, totaling Euro 2.5 bn. The domestic market, in particular, 
experienced a rapid growth last year. Important benchmarks were the first issue with a demand of more than Euro 1 bn (MotorOil) and 
the first issue by the Seafaring field (Costamare).

In the first quarter of 2022, the Bank completed two more issues of corporate bonds in the domestic market (Premia Investments / 
Safebulkers), amounting to a total of Euro 200 million.

The award was received on behalf of the Bank by the Manager of the Financial Products Division, Athanasios Pavlidis. The ceremony 
was attended by the Manager of the Investment Banking Division, Evangelos Kalamakis, the Manager of the Corporate Finance Division, 
Konstantinos Foulidis as well as by many Bank Executives. 

T
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       his year, Alpha Bank sponsored the new production of the leading 

       contemporary dance group “Nederlands Dans Theater”, which came from 

the Netherlands to Greece for four uniquely choreographed performances.

The “Nederlands Dans Theater” appeared at the 

Athens Concert Hall with two new creations by 

Marina Mascarell and Marco Goecke, as well as 

with a wonderful choreography by Jiri Kylian.

On Thursday, March 10, 2022, the Bank held a 

Private Banking Division Customer event, which 

was attended by Members of the General 

Management of the Bank and Executives of the 

aforementioned Division.

T

Alpha Bank sponsored the “Nederlands Dans Theater” 
at the Athens Concert Hall
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What impact did i3 have on you?

While participating in the first i3 competition, we had the chance to experience in action the beginning of the innovative way of 

launching new projects in the Bank, through direct cooperation among sectors, and connecting the dots between complementary 

chunks of scattered information, which both accelerate the achievement of a result.

What does innovative thinking mean and how is it translated into practice?

An innovative way of thinking develops when we have a clear knowledge of the expected result and we constantly search for the 

shortest way to achieve it. In practice, translating creative thinking into innovation requires discipline, an inquisitive spirit, courage 

and vision. What we need is simplicity.

What are the values we should focus on in our time?

Values such as consistency, reliability, respect, team spirit, cooperation, meritocracy, social responsibility and innovation should 

play an important role in the daily action of all of us.

What do you think will be the most important skills in the near future?

Empathy, proactiveness, desire to learn, extrovertedness and humor.

Dimitris Avlonitis works at the Small Business Banking Division and excelled in the i3 innovation 
competition for his proposal about utilizing the wealth of demographic and transactional data of the 
Bank’s Customers to generate targeted synergies between Customers. In his leisure time, he loves 
DIY and… daughtering!

THE BANK

   nnovation is in our DNA. In each issue, the Innovators, that is colleagues who excelled in the i3 innovation  

   competition, express their opinions on the competition, innovation, the values we ought to focus on and the 

skills of the future.
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What impact did i3 have on you?

While at first it started off as a joke with the rest of my Team members, the X-men, as we were part of Group X, I quickly 

came to realize that I had to work in a team, assume responsibilities and become creative. Some of the above were easy for 

me, while some I didn’t even know that existed in me. I definitely gained so much from my participation.

What does innovative thinking mean and how is it translated into practice?

When I hear the word “innovative”, synonyms come to mind, such as new, fresh, something that happens for the first time. 

We probably all have thought or can think of something innovative in our daily lives that will help us make our work and our 

lives in general easier. If this can be achieved within the place, time and resources we have, then, we are Innovators.

What are the values we should focus on in our time?

Love, solidarity, which is so much needed especially nowadays, and team spirit on all levels. By working harmoniously as a 

team, we can attain any goal, whether feasible or impossible.

What do you think will be the most important skills in the near future?

Flexibility and adaptability. The ability to assimilate everything new and to respond to the ever-changing and demanding 

environment around us.

Konstantinos Machairoudis works at the Kavala Branch. He excelled in the i3 innovation 

competition, with his proposal to create a digital assistant for web banking, called “My Alpha 

Assistant”. In his spare time, he plays with his children and likes to read and go running.

THE BANK
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What impact did i3 have on you?

Only positive. The participation in an innovation program filled me with a desire for new ideas. It made me feel, on the one 

hand, that I belong to a wider group and on the other hand, like I was the protagonist of developments.

What does innovative thinking mean and how is it translated into practice?

Creating something new that adds value to both the customer and the staff of an Organization.

What are the values we should focus on in our time?

A customer-centric approach and human resource management. Two are the main sectors that lead to results in an 

Organization: customers and human resources, and this is where we need to focus. Innovative ideas require a trained 

audience that will receive and accept them and competent human resources that will transmit them.

What do you think will be the most important skills in the near future?

Adapting to change and feeling empathy towards customers and human resources. Adaptability is crucial in a time that is so 

ever-changing at all levels of socio-economic life and empathy is indispensable as it will be the top qualification of the modern 

manager.

Marietta Papageorgiou works at the Trikala Branch. She was distinguished in the i3 innovation 
competition with her proposal to create “My Alpha Café”, which will combine banking services with 
the working place café in an environment that it will be so different from the usual. In her free time, 
she enjoys working out, dancing and reading.
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       t the beginning of February, the two Educational Suitcases of the Alpha Bank Numismatic Collection travelled for a special  
       destination: the Greek School of Pretoria in South Africa. The school is currently attended by 50 students aged 5-18, 
children of 3rd-4th generation Greeks, while the Greek Community in Pretoria has about 3,000 members.

The donation of educational material to the Greek Community and the Greek School of Pretoria took place in the framework of 
the initiatives of the Alpha Bank Numismatic Collection for the promotion of Greek culture inside and outside Greece and was 
accompanied by the donation of publications about the history of coin.

The Educational Suitcases of the Alpha Bank Numismatic Collection 
travelled to South Africa 

A 
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Event for ancient coins and the Greek language

In the context of this action, on Friday, February 25, 2022, on the celebration of 

the International Greek Language Day, the Hellenic Community of Pretoria and the 

Greek Language Department of the Community organized the event "Ancient 

Coins as works of art – Witness to the development of Greek Civilization and the 

enrichment of the Greek Language”.

The event was held in a hybrid format and was attended by representatives of the 

Greek Community and Schools from Pretoria, Johannesburg, Stuttgart and 

Weinblingen, Alpha Bank Executives, students from South Africa and Germany 

who presented works about the coin and the educational programs of Alpha Bank 

Numismatic Collection. 

The purpose of the event was to acquaint the members of the Greek Community, 

children and parents, the history of the coin, which uses the Greek language from 

the time of its appearance until today and to raise awareness on issues that are a 

main pillar of maintaining Greekness of the Greek community.

The event was broadcast live on YouTube by the channel of the Hellenic 

Community of Pretoria https://youtu.be/9dkKhTfyvqE.

THE BANK - CULTURE
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The Alpha Bank Art Collection participates in the exhibition
“Nikos Engonopoulos.Orpheus of Surrealism”

at the B. & M. Theocharakis Foundation for the Fine Arts and Music

        n Wednesday, March 9, 2022, the exhibition “Nikos Engonopoulos. Orpheus of Surrealism” 
        was inaugurated at the B. & M. Theocharakis Foundation. The Foundation honors the acclaimed 
surrealist painter Nikos Engonopoulos, 37 years after his death, by presenting a retrospective of his 
oeuvre.

Nikos Engonopoulos was born in Athens in 1907 and died in 1987. He studied at the Athens School 
of Fine Arts under professors Konstantinos Parthenis, Dimitrios Biskinis, Thomas Thomopoulos, and 
Yiannis Kefallinos. Thanks to his apprenticeship under Fotis Kontoglou and Professor Alexandros 
Xyngopoulos, he was exposed to the tradition and the spirit of the Byzantine and post-Byzantine art. 
In 1967 he was appointed professor of painting at the School of Architecture of the National Technical 
University of Athens. In 1939 he presented his first exhibition in N. Kalamaris’ residence, evoking 
strong reactions from the critics. He continued presenting his works in solo exhibitions and 
participating in group and international exhibitions.

His world is a universe of painting with imaginary heroes from mythology and literature, history and 
poetry, with references to Hermes, Io, Hercules, Orpheus and Eurydice, Odysseus and Calypso, Thetis 
and Peleus, Jason and Medea, or even Anthemius of Tralles and Isidore of Miletus. Uniting the past 
with the present, he showcases the power of the surrealist expression through painting, using pure 
colors and strong drawing skills. 

To assist in meeting the needs of 
the Exhibition, the Alpha Bank Art 

Collection loaned the following work of Nikos Engonopoulos: Artwork 
for a TWA poster, 1952, tempera and collage on cardboard 99 x 63.3 
cm.

The Exhibition will run until June 19, 2022 and will be accompanied by 
a catalogue raisonné with the same title.

B. & M. Theocharakis Foundation for the Fine Arts and Music
Vasilissis Sofias 9 & Merlin 1, 106 71 ATHENS

Visiting hours: 
Monday-Sunday: 10:00-18:00
Thursday: 10:00-20:00 (October to May) 

O

Nikos Engonopoulos (1907-1987)
Artwork for a TWA poster, 1952
Tempera and collage on cardboard 
99 x 63.3 cm
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The Catalogue, which was published on the occasion of the homo-titled Exhibition of ancient coins from the Alpha Bank 

Numismatic Collection at the Archaeological Museum of Ioannina, describes the history of Alexander the Great through his coins 

as well as the effect of his coinage on the ancient world even after his death. The Catalogue includes photographs of 218 gold, 

silver and bronze coins as well as analytic explanatory texts.

       lpha Bank offers the publication “Alexander the Great: From Macedonia to the Edge of the World” 
       (bilingual edition) at a discount of 40% throughout April 2022.A

Edited by Dimitra Tsangari

Athens 2010

Alpha Bank

Dimensions 30 x 23 cm 

200 pages

Bilingual edition (Greek, English)

ISBN 978-960-98363-9-5

Price: Euro 18.00

Publication on offer by Alpha Bank 

THE BANK - CULTURE

The Publication may be obtained either by visiting the “ALPHA BANK – CULTURE store” (40 Stadiou Street, ATHENS) 
and the e-shop www.alphapolitismos.gr/eshop or by placing an order via telephone or e-mail (tel.: +30 210 326 2465, 
e-mail: infopolitismos@alpha.gr).                                                                

For any further clarifications or information you may contact the Alpha Bank Library at +30 210 326 2440 and 210 326 2442.    

mailto:infopolitismos@alpha.gr
https://www.alphapolitismos.gr/eshop
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Aegean Bonus Visa cards. New promotional activity 

A iming to boost the sales of the upgraded Aegean Bonus Visa cards, a promotional activity is underway in the Bank’s Branch 

Network, which rewards the Employees who will collect the most points.

In the context of the promotional activity, 93 Employees will be rewarded with discount codes for AEGEAN airline tickets and 

accommodation as well as redemption miles of the AEGEAN Miles + Bonus program! Afterwards, all the winners will participate in 

a lottery, which will award 5 big prizes by AEGEAN, worth Euro 1,000 each. In order to support the promotion, an additional incentive 

is given to the new cardholders: 100 lucky new cardholders will earn 10,000 miles each, so that they can enjoy travelling even more! 

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
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New upgraded Aegean Bonus Visa cards

R egarding the existing portfolio, central actions were taken to upgrade the cards in new products. Customers 

received a new, upgraded Aegean Bonus Visa Classic or Premium credit card by applying a series of criteria, thus 

making sure that the upgraded product fully meets their needs!

Customers receive detailed information about the new exclusive privileges and pricing of their product through the welcome 

pack that accompanies their upgraded card.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
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Bonus Loyalty Program

In February, there was a Bonus points collection promotional activity of the Bonus 

Loyalty Program with the bp partner.

Bonus Customers earned an additional 10,000 Bonus points by buying bp heating 
oil worth Euro 500 and up from selected bp gas stations, using all Alpha Bank 
Bonus cards.

The promotion lasted from 14.2.2022 

until 27.2.2022 through the Bonus App, 

Social Media (Facebook/Instagram), 

a Newsletter, SMS / Viber messages 

and at www.alpha.gr.

Meanwhile, Customers were also 

informed that the use of all Alpha Bank Bonus credit cards would enable them 

to repay the purchase of bp heating oil in up to 12 interest-free installments!

Promotional Activities 

• bp

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

https://www.alpha.gr/en


On the occasion of the final days of the discounts, a Bonus point collection 

promotional event of the Bonus Loyalty Program was held in February at Kotsovolos 

stores, entitled “Bonus and discounts at Kotsovolos”.

The action offered 15 Bonus points for every Euro 1 of purchases (1€=15) 

with all Bonus cards at Kotsovolos.

It lasted from 20.2.2022 until 28.2.2022 through the Bonus App, Social Media 

(Facebook/Instagram) and at www.alpha.gr.

The Kotsovolos stores of Agia Paraskevi, 448 Mesogeion Avenue, and River West 

Mall, 96-98 Kifissou Avenue, were excluded from the offer, as a parallel action was 

running there, where 1€=20 Bonus points.
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• Kotsovolos

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

https://www.alpha.gr/en


“Earth Hour”
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   n order to raise public awareness of climate change, Alpha Bank participated, for the 14th consecutive year, in the 

   “Earth Hour” international initiative of WWF. 

At 20.30 hours of Saturday, March 26, 2022, we turned off for one hour the lights in our Main Building Complexes in Athens, 

Piraeus, Thessaloniki, Patras and Larissa, in the Banknote Museum of the Ionian Bank in Corfu, in the Alpha Bank Cultural Center 

in Nafplio, and in the Head Offices of Alpha Bank Cyprus Ltd, Alpha Bank Albania SHA and Alpha Bank Romania

The “Earth Hour” initiative started in 2007 in Sydney, Australia, as a campaign to raise public awareness of the planet and of the 

need to protect it, inviting citizens to turn off the lights for one hour on a specific night. This first action soon turned into one of 

the most widespread global initiatives against climate change.

I

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY



Voula Masoura
The banner, 1991

Tar paper with plant fibers 180 x 118 cm.

       oula Masoura’s work “The banner” is displayed in the Investment Banking Division offices, housed in the Bank’s building on 
       45 Panepistimiou Street, and is part of a larger series of works whose creation began in 1990.

Her knowledge of the art of weaving, the respect of traditional materials and their combination with modern forms, give the works of 
Voula Masoura a special, symbolic character. The inspiration for these works was triggered by the artist’s visit to the Famagusta Gate 
in Nicosia, which she envisioned full of banners. The first set in the series, consisting of 18 banners, was presented in 1993. 
Their form alludes to primitive trophies and medieval battle flags, while equally allusive is the use of symbols in their composition 
(circle, square, rectangle, X, the cross). Their surface is always made of tar paper, while the materials that create the compositions 
come from the traditional art of weaving. Yet combination of materials goes beyond the restrictions of tradition: the plant fibers are 
processed in a way that breaks free from the given framework for weaving and makes them spread out into the space around them. 
The artist has also used ropes, plant fibers, cotton, jute, hemp, dried leaves and tree barks. The importance of this act seems 
important, since there is no need here for returning to the past, but for creating a new identity. Drawing on these innovative and 
original materials, Voula Masoura gives us large-scale ensembles characterized by their polysemy. 

Her “Banners” are not limited to their Christian symbolisms only. On the contrary, they can also be seen as timeless symbols of 
a monumental nature. These works fall into the category of textile art and “spatial weaving”, where weaving and earthly, humble, 
everyday materials come together to create highly aesthetic compositions.

Finally, they manage to impose themselves in the space around them, in the same way that a work of sculpture or a structure would.

V
Investment Banking Division offices, 45 Panepistimiou Street
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE 

      he studied graphic arts and painting in Krefeld, Germany, 
      under B.G. Muche and I. Mitscherlich, continuing her studies in 
Salzburg, Austria, near H. Trökes. 

She initially worked as a graphic designer, while in 1964 she turned 
to painting, focusing strongly on constructions made using 
heterogeneous materials. 

Since 1978 she was active in weaving, which she had also studied 
in Paris. 

The inclusion of plant/biomorphic as well as geometric elements in 
her works results in a peculiar, personal symbolism.

S
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Voula Masoura 
(Chalkida, 1936)
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         yracuse was founded on the southeast coast of Sicily in 734 or 733 B.C. by Corinthian colonists led by Archias. It was destined  

         to become the “loveliest and richest city in Sicily”, which played a leading role in the political and military history of the ancient 

Greek world for several centuries. The foundation of Syracuse signals the beginning of the dynamic colonizing activity of the 

Corinthians, whereas it was the Euboeans who hitherto had led the field.

Syracuse (Siracusa)

S

CULTURE SPECIAL • THE EUROPE OF GREECE
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Syracuse
Silver decadrachm, ca 400 B.C.

Obverse: Head of nymph Arethousa, surrounded by swimming dolphins. Below the neck, the name of the engraver (“ΕΥΑΙΝΕΤΟΥ”) is visible.
Reverse: Charioteer driving a quadriga and crowned by Nike above him.

Alpha Bank Numismatic Collection 5124

The archaeological remains confirm the greatness of Syracuse and the major milestones in its history. The nucleus of the first 

Greek settlement was the island of Ortygia, where the spring of Arethusa was located. According to the Greek mythology, 

Arethusa was a nymph of springs and forests and a companion of the goddess Artemis. When the river god Alpheus fell in love 

with her, Arethousa, in order to flee him, crossed the sea between the Peloponnese and Sicily and on coming ashore on Ortygia, 

was transformed by Artemis into a gushing spring of burbling water. Then Alpheus metamorphosed into an undersea river, whose 

strong current not even the Adria (Adriatic Sea) could stem, in order to unite its waters with those of Arethusa’s spring.

The head of the nymph Arethousa plays a key role in the coinage of Syracuse, which is the richest coinage in Sicily and one of 

the loveliest coinages in the ancient world. 

In the 5th century B.C., the city engages 

highly gifted engravers, who were so proud 

of their works that they signed them. 

Two of these engravers, Euainetos and 

Kimon, were particularly distinguished and 

were to sign the famous decadrachms of 

Syracuse. Syracuse. Theatre.  
(Liza Evert photo archive)

Syracuse. 
 (© The Panorama Archive - APAN)
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The first years of Popular Bank’s operation and the effort
 to create a “people’s savings bank”, 1905-1909

        he establishment of Popular Bank was inextricably linked to the vision and the expectations of its founder and general manager,  

        Dionyssios Loverdos. His announcements about financially supporting the “working classes”, reflected his conscious effort to fight 

usury, at least in the country’s urban centers, and to cultivate the spirit of saving. 

The ambitions of Dionyssios Loverdos determined the profile of the new Bank, which at least in its first years of operation, sought to 

become the “savings bank of the people” – that is, of the socially vulnerable groups of the population that until then had no access to the 

banks' counters. 

After one year of tireless efforts, Dionyssios Loverdos, speaking at the General Meeting of the Bank’s shareholders, assured them that 

“all preparatory work has been completed, namely the establishment, the selection of staff, the definition of the operations and the type 

of their conduct, the organization of the Bank’s services, the research on the creditworthiness of the borrowers, etc.” 

The Stores of Popular Bank at Omonoia Square, early 1910s. 
Photograph

Alpha Bank Historical Archives

T
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To achieve its objectives, Popular Bank introduces operations that no commercial bank had until then dared to offer in the Greek 
kingdom: loans on jewellery, gold, etc., advances on pension receipts, advances on salary receipts of primary school teachers, loans 
on furniture, loans to professional companies and assignments of claims on public sector rents also secured by mortgage. 

From the very first moment it opened its doors to the public, Popular Bank opened credit lines to traders, professionals and owners 
of small craft businesses, while it also granted loans on valuables to civil servants, pensioners and small rentiers. At the same time, 
it offers the opportunity to anyone who wished to save money –from as low an amount as just one drachma– to open an individual 
account in the Bank's books. In line with this spirit of promoting savings, the Bank also offered to the public three hundred metallic 
piggy banks, which it imported from America. 

It should also be noted that during the first months of its operation, it had already secured the privilege of conducting pawnshop 
operations. The Bank accepted as pledge all movable items of any value, which, after being evaluated by the valuator, gave to the 
bearer the right to obtain a loan equal to 1/3 of the pledged item’s value. In order to carry out its activities, it set up three 
autonomous departments: pawnshop, savings bank and store. 

The start of Popular Bank's activity finds its departments housed “in modest offices”, inside the Arsakeio arcade. Very soon, however, 
this arrangement “was felt to have a restrictive effect on the development of its activities. Transactions were hindered for lack of 
space, while traffic in the corridors was interrupted. This not only made the work of the business difficult but was also displeasing to 
customers, driving them away. On this matter, given such imperative need and in order to 
ensure greater safety for the securities and pledges entrusted to us, we have examined 
the construction of an establishment of our own ownership which would be adequate for 
both the present and the future needs of the Bank.” 

Already in 1909, the Bank’s central services and its first vaults are housed in its own 
private building, which was located on Panepistimiou Street opposite the Arsakeio School 
complex and was the work of the well-known architect P. Karathanassopoulos. The 
central part of the trading room is covered by an elegant glass roof and on the building’s 
facade the painter P. Roumbos depicts with his work the beneficial effect of Popular Bank 
on the working classes.
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Popular Bank's first own building 
at 28 (today 40), Panepistimiou Street. 
Photo by Fred Boissonnas (1858-1946) 

for the Gallery Magazine, issue 101-102, August 1909 
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The Alpha Bank Library
Odysseas Elytis

        dysseas Elytis was born Odysseas Alepoudelis (his family’s surname) in 1911 in Heraklion, Crete. In 1914 he settled with his  

        family in Athens and three years later, he began attending the private school of D.N. Makris, where his teachers included, 

among others, I.M. Panagiotopoulos and Ioannis Th. Kakridis. He continued his school studies in 1924, at the all-male 

3rd Secondary School (Gymnasium) of Athens. Upon finishing Secondary School, he first decided to study chemistry, yet two 

years later, having come into contact with the works of major Greek and foreign writers and poets, he abandoned chemistry and 

enrolled in the Law School of the University of Athens. With the outbreak of the war in 1940, he enlisted as second lieutenant and 

was initially placed at the 1st Army Corps Headquarters, but in 1941 he returned to Athens, after a severe case of abdominal 

typhus. During the Occupation, he was one of the founding members of the “Palamas Cycle”. In 1948 he travelled to Switzerland 

and then to Paris, where he attended philosophy classes at the Sorbonne and became acquainted with the avant-garde French 

intellectuals. 

Ο
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In 1950 he visited Spain and at the end of the same year he went to London, where he collaborated with the BBC for a short while. 
In 1952 he returned to Greece and in 1959 he published the poetry collection Άxion Estí (“It is Worthy”), considered a major 
milestone in modern Greek literature. In 1979 he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature. Many honorary distinctions followed, 
both in Greece and abroad, the most important among which were his proclamation as recipient of an Honorary Doctorate from 
Paris-Sorbonne University (France), the establishment of an Elytis Chair for Modern Greek Studies at Rutgers University in New Jersey 
(USA), and the award of the Benson Silver Medal by the Royal Society of Literature in London (UK). He passed away in 1996, 
in Athens, of a heart attack.

Since his student years, he collaborated with the magazine I Diáplassis ton Paídon (“The Moulding of Children”) and came into contact 
with the Greek and French literature. In 1929, a defining year for his development as a poet, he discovered the works of the French 
surrealists and studied Paul Éluard and Lorca, who significantly influenced his ideas about literature. In 1935 he met Andreas 
Embirikos, who greatly influenced his poetry and sometime during the same year, his friend and fellow poet Giorgos Sarantaris 
introduced him to the pioneering magazine Néa Grámmata (“New Letters”), where his first essay was published, signed “Elytis”. 
His first collection of poetry, Prosanatolismoí (“Orientations”), was printed in 1939. In 1959, the poetry collection  Άxion Estí was 
released, for which he was awarded the First State Prize for Poetry. He was closely associated with the most important personalities 
of his time, such as Nikos Gatsos, Nikos Hadjikyriakos-Ghika, Yannis Moralis and Nikos Karydis, the founder of the Ikaros publishing 
house, which published most of Elytis' books, while in Paris he came into contact with avant-garde French intellectuals such as 
Andre Breton, Paul Éluard, Albert Camus and others, as well as with visual artists such as Picasso, Matisse, Chagall and Giacometti. 
He was one of the last representatives of the generation of the 1930s, which was characterized by the ideological dilemma between 
Greek tradition and European modernism. He built a personal poetic idiom and is considered one of the refreshers of Greek poetry. 
He was influenced by surrealism and borrowed elements from it, which however he transformed according to his personal poetic 
vision, inextricably linked to the lyrical element and the Greek folk tradition. His work includes major publications of poems, essays 
and translations of poetry works and theatre plays. Poetry collections by Elytis have been translated into many foreign languages. 

The Library Collection includes several works by Odysseas Elytis, including collections of poems, essays, translations, etc. 

In order to watch the titles, please click here.
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        he Educational Program “Coins and Transactions. From yesterday to nowadays” is implemented by Alpha Bank  
        Cyprus Ltd in Primary and Secondary Education schools in Cyprus, in collaboration with the Alpha Bank Numismatic 
Collection and with the approval of the Cyprus Ministry of Education, Culture, Sport and Youth. 

Through the Program’s specially designed “Educational Suitcase”, which is already travelling successfully in schools across 
Greece, Cypriot students were given the opportunity to appreciate the value of currency, to hold in their hands faithful replicas 
of coins from all eras, to understand the historical development of transactions, and to enhance their social skills and spirit of 
cooperation by taking part in group educational activities.

So far, the Program has been presented in Secondary Education schools, where students 
showed great interest. 

In the words of schoolteachers at the schools visited by the Program:

“It was a very good opportunity for the students to see History from another perspective and to 
realize the importance of coins as a historical source.” 

“Students had opportunities to reflect on the single currency, the single market and the 
possibilities that currencies offer to consumers.” 

“It was a great experience for the students, as well as for us Teachers, which gave us the 
opportunity to give to the History class a different, experiential approach.” 

The initiative to present the “Educational Suitcase” in the schools of Cyprus highlights and 
preserves cultural heritage and, at the same time, strengthens the educational community 
in its work, as it adds an experiential dimension to the teaching of History in the classroom.

T

Alpha Bank Cyprus Ltd 
Educational Program “Coins and Transactions. From yesterday to nowadays”
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        he Alpha PhonePOS app was awarded in the “e-Product” category, at the eFinance Gala event. Alpha Bank Romania received  

        this distinction for “extending the use of the innovative Alpha PhonePOS solution last year through multiple partnerships, 

contributing in this way to the digitization of commerce and to the increase in the acceptance of card payments in the local 

market”.

Alpha Bank Romania Acquiring Center – Cards Unit Deputy Director, Raluca Oprea Urioc, made the following statement: 

“On behalf of the Alpha Bank Romania team, I would like to thank you for this distinction. We are looking for technologies that 

support dynamic businesses and we wanted to make payments simpler, safer and more efficient. The Alpha PhonePOS app has 

created new opportunities for an entire category of liberal professions and in many other sectors, and the appreciation of our 

partners and of our Customers brings us joy and motivates us. We thank them and we assure them that they will continue to have 

our full support for developing their businesses.”

The Alpha PhonePOS is the first banking mobile application launched on the Romanian market which transforms an Android mobile 

device into a POS terminal, allowing the acceptance of contactless payments made using debit and credit cards or other NFC 

equipped devices.

T
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Alpha Bank Romania 
Distinction of Alpha Bank Romania for the Alpha PhonePOS app
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